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If S and E are T-spaces, a single-valued mapping f(S)=E is
said to be closed provided that the image of every closed set in S
is closed in E. It is interesting to know how the topology of E is
affected by the topology of S under f. Concerning this question,
G. T. Whyburn and A. V. Martin have recently investigated and
obtained some results.)

In this note, we will consider the case when the topology of E
affected by the topology (under some restrictions) of S under f
becomes metrizable.

1. We will firstly prove the following

Theorem 1. Let S be a perfectly separable Hausdorff space
and let E a compact space.) If f(S)=E is a closed mapping such
that f-(p) is compact for every point p of E, then E is a separable
metric space.

To establish this theorem, we prove the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let S be a perfectly separable Hausdorff space. If
f(S=E is a closed continuous mapping such that f-(p) is compact
for every point p of E, then E is perfectly separable.

Proof. Let U} (n= 1, 2., 3, ) be a countable basis of open
sets of S. For each finite subs (n, n, ..., n) of (1, 2, 3, ...),

let (U.)o be the union of all f-(p)such that Uf-(p). Then

(U,:)o is an open inverse set, and the family {(U.)o} of all such
i=l ll

sets is evidently countable.
Now let 0 be an open set of E and p e O, then f-(O)f-x(p)

and f-(O) is open in S because f is continuous. Then f-(O)=U.

such that Uf-(p), hence (U%)of (p). As f is closed and
k=l
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2) We use "compact" in the sense of "bicompact".


